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Abstract
Presenting a fairly controlled environment for instrumen-

tation and implementation of energy use policies, the Univer-
sity of California at San Diego provides an excellent testbed
to characterize and understand energy consumption of build-
ings at the scale of a small town with over 45,000 residents.
We present data collected from four selected buildings that
are archetypes of diverse buildings from residence halls to
data centers. In particular, we focus on ‘mixed-use’ build-
ings where the energy consumption of IT equipment ac-
counts for more than a quarter of the total energy use. Our
detailed observations identify the primary components of the
baseline energy use and the sources of peaks in energy con-
sumption. Surprisingly, computing accounts for a large frac-
tion of the baseline energy use, thus giving insights in how
to significantly reduce power consumption by creating effec-
tively duty-cycled buildings.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscella-

neous; J.7 [Computing in Other Systems]: Industrial con-
trol

General Terms
Management, Experimentation, Measurement, Human

Factors

Keywords
Energy, Power, Buildings

1 Introduction
The US Department of Energy (DOE) estimates that 73%

of the electricity usage and 39% of the CO2 emissions in
the US come from buildings [4]. Given their relatively long
lifespans, buildings constitute a major opportunity for reduc-
tions in energy use. While energy use by buildings has been
an important design consideration since the energy crisis of
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1973, building design guidelines have not kept pace with
the changing nature of buildings and their energy use. The
EnergyPlus energy simulation software by the DOE, often
used for LEED certification calculations, for instance, does
not even account for the full scope of IT loads, often lump-
ing these as ‘miscellaneous’ power loads. At the other ex-
treme, a number of prior and ongoing efforts target compute-
intensive data-centers for detailed modeling and characteri-
zation [3, 5, 10]. Buildings that have a large IT infrastructure
but aren’t full blown data centers however require additional
research regarding their electricity usage. To address this
need, this paper details results and observations from an on-
going study on the electrical energy use by a diverse array of
buildings on the UCSD campus.

While the individual contributors to the total energy con-
sumption within a building vary, the dominant consumers
are often environmental control (air-conditioning and heat-
ing) including the air handling subsystems, lighting subsys-
tems, and the IT equipment from PCs to network and server
equipment. Depending on their use, the contributions of in-
dividual subsystems vary across different types of buildings.
Increasingly, a large number of buildings can be classified
as ‘mixed-use’, which are buildings characterized by both
computing and human resources with varying balances be-
tween the two. It turns out that a good fraction of energy use
in mixed-use buildings is in fact by the IT and communica-
tions/networking equipment, accounting for approximately
20% of the total energy use, second only to lighting [2].

Effective power management for buildings requires an ac-
curate model of the various components of energy use, as
well as their spatial and temporal variations, which depend
on both human and environmental factors. We note that a
number of past and ongoing efforts have indeed sought to
build [6, 7] or use commercial hardware [13] to provide ac-
curate measurement of power usage data on a per device or
a per user basis [6, 7]. In contrast, we measure the total en-
ergy going into a building and then break it down based on
individual subsystems including a selected sampling of the
end points of the electrical circuits. Despite the difficulties
of setting up measurement devices, we believe this is more
encompassing and gives us a better picture of energy usage.

In this paper, we describe the energy measurement infras-
tructure and the results from our measurements. First, we de-
scribe our macro scale energy measurement setup where we
look at the total energy consumed by various buildings across
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Figure 1. UC San Diego Demand Response: Tracking the real time demand, total energy imported from SDGE, and the
total energy production by the Central Utilities Plant in 2008.

the campus and highlight the differences between them based
on factors such as their use model and weather. Next, we
consider a specific building, the CSE building, and provide
a further energy breakdown based on individual floors, me-
chanical loads, lighting, plug loads/IT and the server cluster.

The main contribution of this paper is an accurate and
detailed energy use characterization of a ‘mixed-use’ build-
ing, broken down into various baseline and peak-load com-
ponents. Using this data we make several observations that
will be crucial in devising strategies for combined energy
management of climate-control systems and IT equipment.
2 UCSD Campus as a Testbed for Energy Use

In terms of scale and complexity, the UCSD San Diego
campus resembles a small town. The campus is spread over
an area of 1200 acres and has a daily population that exceeds
45,000 people, of which 29,000 are students. Out of these
29,000 students a significant portion (10,000) reside on cam-
pus in UCSD housing. There are over 450 buildings on the
campus of which 60 of the largest buildings are currently
metered to provide aggregate energy consumption data.
2.1 Centralized Energy Management System

Under a campus-wide sustainability1 initiative, UCSD
has taken on an ambitious goal to reduce energy usage and
to use cost-efficient renewable energy sources with the ob-
jective of becoming energy self-sustainable2 (or off the elec-
trical grid) by mid-2011. To support this goal, the campus
has an extensive energy generation, storage and management
system in place to deliver both electricity and thermal energy
in the form of high temperature and chilled water to build-
ings scattered across campus. The centralized Energy Man-
agement System (EMS), by Johnson Controls, is connected
to sixty of the largest buildings across campus, managing
their HVAC systems. The high temperature and chilled wa-
ter loop is delivered from a Central Utilities Plant (CUP),
which includes a 30MW co-generation system comprising

1http://sustain.ucsd.edu/
2http://greencampus.ucsd.edu/

two 13.5MW gas turbines, a 3MW steam turbine and a solar
cell installation. The co-generation plant operates at a com-
bined efficiency of 74% and enables UCSD to self-generate
almost 80% of its electricity demand. The CUP has a capac-
ity of 15,000 tons of chilling with a 40,000 ton-hr thermal en-
ergy storage (TES) tank. Three chillers are driven by steam
turbines and five chillers are electrically driven. UCSD cur-
rently participates in San Diego Gas and Electric (SDG&E)
capacity bidding program and modulates demand response
(DR) manually by shifting chilled water demand from elec-
tric chillers to the TES tank, ramping the steam turbine gen-
erator by using standby conventional boilers, and chang-
ing campus-wide thermostat and static pressure set points in
non-critical areas throughout campus.

Figure 1 plots the UCSD demand response for 2008. As
can be seen from the figure, the yearly energy demand of
the entire UCSD campus ranges from 26MW to 36MW.
Most of this energy demand is serviced by the co-generation
plant with the shortfall imported from SDG&E. The energy
imported from SDG&E ranges from 0MW to 10MW, with
larger amounts imported during the summer months. Dur-
ing the middle of several months, central plant production
goes down significantly. This corresponds to times when the
plants are brought down for maintenance.

2.2 Energy Measurement Infrastructure
At the campus scale, the energy measurement infrastruc-

ture includes instrumentation of various buildings with en-
ergy meters for collection of real-time energy usage data.
The buildings under measurement have varying degrees of
human occupants and IT equipment. In most buildings the
meters provide data about the total electricity demand as well
as the total thermal demand. The thermal energy demand for
individual buildings is calculated using several measured pa-
rameters including the rate of chilled water passing though
the building and the temperature of the water when it en-
ters and exits the building. The electric meters installed at
the building level are three-phase commercial grade high-
accuracy PowerLogic meters (from Schneider Electric) that
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Figure 2. Comparing various buildings depending on their usage modalities. The data presented is for a week in August.

send data back to central campus servers over a wired com-
munication network. These meters measure various electri-
cal parameters such as power factor, voltage levels, real and
reactive power, minimum and maximum demand, etc.

For a much finer grained measurement of energy use data,
we selected the Computer Science and Engineering build-
ing as a test bed. The CSE building is unique in several
aspects that make it an ideal testing ground for conducting
research in energy efficiency in a mixed-use building. The
CSE building has a closed loop system that provides zonal
and floor-by-floor control of air flow, temperature, and light-
ing conditions. It also provides dynamic control of window
shading, is coupled to the central campus chilled water loop,
and also has local refrigeration capabilities. With around 600
occupants, it has approximately 750 desktop PC machines,
one machine room for computer servers and six instructional
computer labs. Combined, the computer resources account
for over 25% of total building energy consumption, even dur-
ing nights and weekends. The machine room holds a large
number of computer servers and nodes. Cooling for the ma-
chine room is provided by the campus chilled water loop in
addition to additional HVAC units that run on electricity. For
these finer grained energy measurements, we have instru-
mented the CSE building with submetering on 15 separate
circuits that report energy use broken down by plug loads,
lighting, and the machine room on individual floors.

2.3 Data Storage and Visualization
All UCSD meters currently report data back to a central

campus data acquisition server. Managing the data is chal-
lenging since each meter is configured to report data several
times a second, and each record contains multiple measured
parameters (power, KVA, power-factor, demand etc) includ-
ing minimum, maximum and average values for each param-
eter. A separate storage and visualization server collects the
individual meter readings and stores aggregate time-stamped
data at 15 minute intervals in a database.

3 Initial Results and Observations
We now present initial energy consumption data gathered

from our measurement infrastructure. We present aggregate
data across various buildings that are being monitored to
show how usage modality affects their energy use and take
a detailed look into the energy breakdown. We present data
spanning a year to highlight the effect of seasonal changes,
as well as detailed plots to highlight changes during a week.

Finally we present a breakdown of the various energy con-
sumers in the CSE department. The weekly data for all these
plots is taken from one week in August 2009, from August
10th (Monday) through August 16th (Sunday) to cover a nor-
mal work week (with summer classes) and weekend.
3.1 Effect of Usage Modality

Figure 2 presents energy data for a week in August 2009
for several types of buildings. We use Watts/sq-ft as the met-
ric of comparison since the buildings are of different sizes.
‘Tenaya Hall’ is a residential dorm for undergraduate stu-
dents while ‘RIMAC’ is the campus gymnasium. ‘CSE’ is
the Computer Science and Engineering building and ‘Calit2’
is a research building that houses a nanoscale fabrication fa-
cility and a machine room on-site; we consider both of these
as mixed-use buildings. Finally, ‘SDSC’ is the San Diego
Super Computer Center with a large number of computer
servers. As can be seen from the figure, CSE and Calit2 con-
sume significantly more power per sq-ft than RIMAC and
Tenaya Hall. The primary cause for this is power consumed
by the additional IT infrastructure in the CSE and Calit2
buildings. SDSC has a significantly higher power/sq-ft value
than all the other buildings, attributed to the power consumed
by the computer nodes. The daily variation of the CSE and
RIMAC buildings are caused by the rise in power consump-
tion during work hours because of the way these buildings
are used. To maintain climate control the air handlers and the
chilled water pumps are operational from 6AM - 5PM, which
causes power to increase during the week for both buildings.
3.2 CSE as a Mixed-use Building

We now look at the CSE building in further detail to iden-
tify both long term and short term variations in its energy
consumption. Figure 3 illustrates the total electrical load of
the entire department. This includes all plug-loads, all the
lighting circuits, and power consumed by the machine/server
room. It also includes the mechanical loads in the building
such as power consumed by the motors of the air handler
units that are responsible for circulating the air throughout
the building, the air compressors, and the pumps that drive
chilled and hot water loops throughout the building. The
thermal energy demand of the building is not included be-
cause the data was not available at this time. Since San Diego
is a coastal city, with a moderately cool climate year round,
the main thermal energy cost is due to cooling.

As seen from Figure 3, the total electrical load in the CSE
building has a similar profile throughout the year, despite
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Figure 3. CSE Mixed-use Building: Total electrical load for a year (August 18th, 2008 through August 16th, 2009).
While the daily load varies by as much as 250KW, it never goes below 325KW. This is the base load of the CSE building.
Due to data collection issues some data around March 2009 and August 2009 is unavailable.
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Figure 4. Variation of the electrical load in the CSE building at UCSD during a week in August.

spanning multiple seasons. The peak loads in the summer
months (July - August) are higher than in Winter (Novem-
ber - February), due to the additional cooling required. Im-
portantly, the ‘base-load’ of the building, i.e. the minimum
power consumption, remains similar throughout the year and
never falls below 325KW. This can be seen clearly in Figure
3 from December 18th, 2008 to Jan 5th, 2009 when the uni-
versity was closed for winter break. During this time period
the building occupancy was expectedly very low and as a re-
sult the climate control units were configured not to turn on
during the day by default and could only be manually acti-
vated in individual offices. Despite that, the base load of the
building in this period was still over 325KW.

3.3 Energy use Breakdown and Observations
Figure 4 shows the total electrical load on CSE, for one

week in August this year. During weekdays, the demand
rises dramatically around 6AM due to climate control sys-
tems starting up air handler units and chilled water pumps,
with demand peaking around 3pm - 4pm. This is as expected
since temperatures gradually rise during the day. Other
causes that lead to higher demand relate to building use dur-

ing the day, which includes classroom activity, labs, as well
as the increase in the number of occupants. Around 5pm
during weekdays there is a sharp drop in the total load since
by default the energy savings settings of the climate control
system kick in and as a result some of the air-conditioning
units and air handling units shut down. Users in individual
labs and offices are able to manually alter this after 5pm.
As temperatures drop and building occupancy reduces dur-
ing the evenings the total load decreases gradually. Since
CSE also houses graduate student offices and labs, building
occupancy remains high until late in the evenings (around
8PM). The lowest electricity demand occurs between 8PM
and 6AM. Importantly, during the weekend when building
occupancy is low, the climate control systems are preset to
activate on manual activations only.

There are three important observations that we can make
from the data presented in Figure 3 and Figure 4. First, the
dynamic variation of electrical load during the day is as ex-
pected and fairly predictable. Second, the ‘base-load’ of this
mixed use building is almost as high as the dynamic varia-
tions during the weekdays. Finally, and most importantly,
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Figure 5. Detailed breakdown of the energy consumption of the CSE mixed-use building. The data presented is for a
week in August.

this base load is consumed regardless of actual occupancy
(even during weekends or holidays).

To determine a further breakdown of the total electrical
load presented in the previous section we have instrumented
the CSE building with submeters placed on major subsys-
tems of the building. The additional metering was added to
isolate the energy consumed by various circuits feeding the
machine room, multiple lighting circuits feeding individual
floors, and mechanical load imposed by the climate control
system such as air handler systems. The submetering on the
15 main electrical circuits has given us a good deal of visi-
bility on where the electricity is actually going.

We have categorized the electrical loads in the building
into four categories: power consumed by all the IT and cool-
ing equipment including the compute servers in the machine
room (Machine-Room), power consumed by lighting equip-
ment on all floors (Lighting), power consumed by all the plug
loads including desktops and laptop PCs (Plug-Loads) and
power consumed by the mechanical subsystems in the build-
ing including the air handlers and climate control units (Me-
chanical). Figure 5 shows the power contributions of each
of these categories for a week. Although not shown in the
figure, the power measurements in each of these categories
add up to the total electrical load of the CSE building, as
measured by a separate meter.

From Figure 5 it can be seen that the largest contributor
to the total CSE electrical load is the equipment in the ma-
chine room, denoted by Machine-Room in the graph, which
remains fairly constant during the entire week and does not
exhibit much variation. Occasional slight increases in load
occur when large compute jobs or backups have been sched-
uled (August 11th and August 14th in the graph), causing the
load to increase by 25KW. Even during the weekend (August
15th and August 16th) the load remains constant at around
150KW, essentially showing that most of the compute nodes
(servers) are not powered off or put into lower power modes.
The next major contributors are the plug-loads which vary
between 120-140KW during the week and remain close to
120KW during the weekend. Most of these plug-loads are

in fact IT related loads, such as desktop PCs and monitors.
In total, IT equipment accounts for more than 70% of the
baseline electricity load for the building!

As part of another experiment [1] we accounted for at
least 700+ desktop PCs not including about 250 or so in the
undergraduate labs in the basement. At around 100W each
[1], including the monitor, these desktop PCs account for
approximately 100KW of the total plug load in the building.
Although the power contributed by plug loads reduces over
the weekend, it is still over 120KW suggesting that most PCs
are actually not powered off or put into low power modes
when not in use [1, 9, 11, 12]. The contribution of lighting to
the total load on the CSE building is less significant and hov-
ers around 50KW, increasing to 75KW during work hours
and reducing to about 40KW during the weekends. The
largest variation is observed by the Mechanical loads, which
range from 25KW during off-peak hours to about 225KW
during peak hours. The major portion of the mechanical
loads are the climate control systems and the air-handler
units which start up automatically at 6AM as denoted by the
sharp increase. The mechanical load continues to increase
gradually and load peaks around 3-4pm when the occupancy
of the building is at maximum and the temperature is higher.
At around 5pm the climate control system switches to en-
ergy saving mode shutting down most air-handling units, as
denoted by the sharp decrease seen in Figure 5.

There are several important observations from Figure 5.
First, IT load in this mixed-use building is significant when
considering both plug-loads and the machine room, account-
ing for more than 50% of the total electrical load during peak
hours and reaching almost 80% during off-peak hours. Sec-
ond, the mechanical load is the next biggest contributor to
the total load on the building, although most of it goes to-
wards maintaing climate control. Finally, the base-load on
the building is largely from the IT equipment, both servers
and desktop PCs, and it does not lower during weekends.

4 Discussion and Future Outlook
In general, there are two ways to reduce the energy con-

sumption in buildings. The first is to use advances in energy



efficient designs of components and replace existing subsys-
tems with these alternatives. Examples include replacing in-
candescent lights and CFL with LEDs and installing more
efficient HVAC units. The second way is to improve the effi-
ciency of existing systems, primarily by reducing the amount
of wasted work. Examples include powering off the climate
control subsystems during non-work hours and keeping only
the essential lighting powered on during nights. To achieve
energy efficient operation, both these mechanisms – replac-
ing existing systems with lower power alternatives and man-
aging existing systems better – need to be employed.

Our results show that much of the energy consumption,
especially the base-load of buildings, is due to the IT infras-
tructure. In fact, buildings with a large IT footprint, such as
CSE, have a higher power consumption per unit area than
residential buildings. Clearly, a potential for reduction in IT
power use exists, especially to drive down the base load of
the buildings during low use times, e.g. at nights and over
weekends. One of the most important observations from our
data is that IT power consumption remains high even when
computers are not in use. This is typically due to users not
wanting to lose connectivity to their systems (such as when
they want to use remote desktop), and thus leaving their com-
puters on despite being away.

IT power saving schemes such as Wake-on-LAN [8] and
Somniloquy [1] can reduce power by expanding the use of
power saving states while maintaining the responsiveness
and availability of IT equipment. For example, had Somnilo-
quy [1] been in use in the CSE building and using the data for
the week of August presented in Figure 5, we can estimate
the potential energy savings. Assuming all desktop PCs in
the building were powered on for 45 hours during the week
(8 hours a day, for 5 days per week + additional 5 hours) and
were using Somniloquy at other times (during the evenings
and the weekends), the direct energy savings from the reduc-
tion in plug loads alone over the entire week would have been
around 20%. Additionally, if servers in the machine room
were also using Somniloquy, using the same 45 hour work
week, another 28% energy savings would be possible. Since
this equipment will no longer be generating heat, second or-
der effects such as reduced load on the air-conditioning and
climate control system would lead to even more energy sav-
ings. Combined, the total energy savings would potentially
be close to 50% of the current levels. One line of research
we are currently doing is incorporating technology such as
Somniloquy into users’ machines and measuring the power
savings that are being achieved in reality.

Further work on finer grained energy measurements is
however needed to obtain more precise real time energy use
data. Although we have achieved visibility at a macro level
of the CSE building power consumption, we propose to com-
bine our current measuring efforts with a more detailed mea-
surement of the individual plug loads in the building. In or-
der to do this, we have started instrumenting the building
using smaller energy meters, and provide that same data in
real time on our Energy Dashboard website. These meters
give us visibility not just at an macro-level, but at the level
of individual user machines and systems. We hope to use
this data to find even more interesting energy use trends at

a micro-level, and combine it with our macro-level data to
identify further energy savings opportunities.

We believe that while the CSE building is IT heavy, it is
representative of a typical office building. We seek to ap-
ply this level of data measurement to other buildings around
the UCSD campus to verify that our conclusions are still
valid. This will allow us to characterize and compare differ-
ent buildings and validate that considerable energy savings
are still achievable even when IT load is less.
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